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Development and evolution of animal behaviour and morphology are frequently addressed indepen-
dently, as reflected in the dichotomy of disciplines dedicated to their study distinguishing object of
study (morphology versus behaviour) and perspective (ultimate versus proximate). Although traits
are known to develop and evolve semi-independently, they are matched together in development
and evolution to produce a unique functional phenotype. Here I highlight similarities shared by
both traits, such as the decisive role played by the environment for their ontogeny. Considering
the widespread developmental and functional entanglement between both traits, many cases of
adaptive evolution are better understood when proximate and ultimate explanations are integrated.
A field integrating these perspectives is evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo), which
studies the developmental basis of phenotypic diversity. Ultimate aspects in evo-devo studies—
which have mostly focused on morphological traits—could become more apparent when behaviour,
‘the integrator of form and function’, is integrated into the same framework of analysis. Integrating a
trait such as behaviour at a different level in the biological hierarchy will help to better understand
not only how behavioural diversity is produced, but also how levels are connected to produce func-
tional phenotypes and how these evolve. A possible framework to accommodate and compare
form and function at different levels of the biological hierarchy is outlined. At the end, some
methodological issues are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Behaviour has been studied for decades from both
proximate (i.e. ontogenetic mechanisms and causes of
actual behaviour) as well as ultimate perspectives (i.e.
survival value and evolution) [1]. Is there a need for a
new perspective? In recent years, fostered by unprece-
dented technical developments, we have noticed a new
way to address (classic) questions that makes use of a
more integrative approach and focuses on the system
in addition to its component parts (e.g. [2,3]). On the
other hand, different disciplines join forces to answer
common questions. A clear trend is the integration of
proximate and ultimate perspectives for a comprehen-
sive understanding of phenotypes. But why combine
development with evolution? A quick, off-the-shelf
answer is: because ‘nothing in biology makes sense
except in the light of evolution’ [4]. The fact is that,
here, this quotation is appropriate. In fact, explaining
phenotype and its diversity ‘is fundamentally a problem
of explaining the evolution of phenotype development’
[5]. This goes beyond evolutionary biology. Medicine,
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to name a glossy subject, has begun to realize the impor-
tance of evolution, not only in its large praxis [6,7] but
also for addressing specific and burning issues such as
cancer [8].

A discipline that is successfully integrating proximate
with ultimate aspects of phenotype is ‘evolutionary
developmental biology’, or evo-devo in short. Evo-
devo, as defined by one of its early exponents, is ‘the
study of how developmental processes evolve to produce
new patterns of development, new developmental gene
regulation, new morphologies, new life histories and
new behavioural capabilities’ [9]. Evo-devo has recorded
many important achievements [10] and has now a diver-
sified research programme that ranges from comparative
embryology and morphology, developmental genetics to
theoretical approaches [11].

Although evo-devo has successfully succeeded in
identifying developmental mechanisms underlying
phenotype diversity (e.g. [12,13]), a more evident inte-
gration of proximate and ultimate explanations seems to
be required [14,15]. The objective could be not less
than a ‘mechanistic theory’ for explaining phenotype
development and evolution [16]. Since behaviour, con-
sidered frequently as ‘integrator’ of form and function
[16], plays an important role in adaptive evolution, it
would be ‘simplistic, and indeed potentially misleading,
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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to consider the evolution of form without taking into
account its interactions with behaviour in the arena of
selection’ [10]. Although notable efforts to consider
development and evolution of organisms within
their natural context—and highlight so the role of
behaviour—are being made (e.g. [17,18]), evo-devo
studies have mostly focused on morphological
aspects of the phenotype, leaving behaviour largely
unaddressed [19].

The present issue is a first, more direct attempt to
address behaviour within an evo-devo framework. The
first obvious benefit we can expect is to understand
more about the developmental mechanisms underlying
behaviour diversity. But there is another, complemen-
tary interest peculiar to addressing traits at different
levels of biological organization, such are morphology
and behaviour. Although organisms develop and
evolve as functional unitary entities, they are composed
of a hierarchy of levels (i.e. proteins, cells, organs and
so on) [20]. To achieve the fitness of the whole, the indi-
vidual parts are matched. To understand how the levels
are matched to each other and how variation at the
genetic level translates into a functional phenotype (up
to behaviour), it is crucial to understand the kind of
relationships that connect levels. A hypothesis could
be that different levels of biological organization may
share principles of development and evolution and
that, by looking at one level, one may discover principles
that are relevant for others. Conversely, principles may
be level-specific and focusing on only one level or even
a priori assuming that principles obtained by studying
one level can be applied tout court to other levels may
be misleading. It is hence important to extend the evo-
devo paradigm to other levels of the biological hierarchy
and include the whole functional phenotype [10].

In this introductory article, I am mainly concerned
with showing that morphology and behaviour share
many aspects, beginning with the importance that the
environment plays for their development. Behaviour and
morphology constitute in fact different qualities of the
same unique phenotype, tightly linked in development
and evolution. Since these qualities appear to be present
at each level of the biological hierarchy, a unique frame-
work of analysis encompassing levels seems already
possible. Based on that assumption, I provide an example
of comparison across levels and discuss some impli-
cations. I conclude with some critical considerations on
methods used for discovering the genetic basis underlying
behavioural diversity. At the end of the article, summaries
of the contributions presented in this issue can be found.
2. DIFFERENT TRAITS, ONE PHENOTYPE
In order to facilitate analyses, the phenotype is often
fragmented in distinct traits and every trait analysed
separately. This is reflected also in the disciplines dedi-
cated to the study of the different traits, such as
developmental biology (i.e. morphology) and ethology
(behaviour), as well as their perspectives, such as prox-
imate (e.g. developmental genetics) and ultimate (e.g.
behavioural ecology). However, although the indepen-
dence of traits in development and evolution is a
known phenomenon [5], organisms develop and
evolve as one entity. Keeping an eye on the whole
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
functional phenotype while analysing individual traits
may help to better understand aspects of their develop-
ment and evolution, as I discuss here.
(a) Developmental aspects

(i) When does development of behaviour begin?
While a distinction may be made between a morpho-
logical and a behavioural trait, a clear separation
between development of morphology and behaviour
does not exist. When does behaviour, and so its
development, begin during the lifetime of an animal?

Development of behaviour may be considered as
beginning when the organism interacts with the environ-
ment. But what is the environment? Is this the ambience
external to the developing organism? In many classical
examples, behavioural development starts already
before a mature behaviour is ‘used’ to interact with the
external world [21]. For instance, highly specific respon-
siveness to the mallard maternal call at the species-typical
repetition rate develops in the Peking duck embryo in
advance of auditory experience with its own or sib voca-
lizations [22]. Similarly, correct wiring of the visual
system in higher mammals occurs in utero long before
vision, when waves of spontaneous neuronal activity
are generated by ganglion cells in the retina, even before
photoreceptors are present, and propagated across cen-
tral synapses to target neurons in the lateral geniculate
nucleus [23]. In these cases, development of behaviour
starts during embryogenesis. Basically, neuronal circuits
underlying behaviour develop long before the behaviour
they support, and the stimulation of many of them is
crucial for their development [24].

Thus, the distinction between the internal and the
external environment in order to define when develop-
ment of behaviour begins is problematic. Further, if
influences internal to the developing organism can be
considered part of ‘behaviour development’, which of
these should be viewed as behaviour development and
which not? The development of many neuronal circuits
underlying behaviour does not require action potentials
and synaptic transmission but is regulated by molecular
cues as found on cell surfaces or diffusing in tissues, the
same classof signals that regulate morphological develop-
ment [25]. How should the reaction of a neuron (growth;
changing neuronal activity) later involved in behaviour to
an impinging stimulus be categorized? Morphological or
behavioural development? In an extreme view, behaviour
can be simply considered as a series of neuronal impulses
within a specified neuronal circuit. In this case, develop-
ment of behaviour would start when the first neuron is
formed. From the perspective of a developing neuronal
circuit and neuronal impulses (and hence for behaviour),
it does not matter whether a stimulus comes from outside
or inside the developing organism or whether it has a
chemical or neuronal origin: it will cause a change in
developmental events. Thus, development of behaviour
and morphology merges at a certain point into each
other, but where?
(ii) Development of both morphology and behaviour
is sensitive to environmental influences
Changing perspective on what to consider ‘envi-
ronment’ helps us to recognize more similarities
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shared by morphology and behaviour. Plasticity is
‘the ability of an organism to react to an internal or
external environmental input with a change in form,
state, movement, or rate of activity’ [5]. Behaviour
is commonly viewed as ‘the’ plastic phenotype, ‘one
organismal property that displays high degrees of
phenotypic plasticity’ [16]. Certainly, behaviour is
‘highly, and reversibly, combinatorial and recombina-
torial during a single life time’ [5], but this is a
quality of a trait as it appears in a specific moment.
And yet, also its development is considered as being
particularly plastic, in which the continuous inter-
action with the environment is an intrinsic property.
Experience and learning are concepts commonly
associated with that. Morphological development, in
contrast, is mostly believed to be less influenced by
environmental perturbations. But which environment
are we talking about?

If we shift the focus away from the whole organism
and define ‘environment’ as everything different
from the genome [5], we realize that the develop-
ment of morphology is highly plastic and does not
require fewer interactions with the environment than
behaviour does. Morphological development relies on
continuous interactions between developing parts of
the body. For instance, shear stress produced during
flow is necessary for the correct development of
haematopoietic cells [26]. A classical example in mor-
phogenesis is neural induction, when the mesoderm
contacts and induces the overlying ectoderm to
develop into neural tissue. Manipulations of develop-
mental events reveal how crucial the environment is
for a ‘normal’ morphological development: if a small
piece of tissue from around the dorsal rim of the blasto-
pore of a developing amphibian embryo is transplanted
to the ventral side of another embryo, the host responds
by forming an additional embryonic axis containing a vir-
tually complete central nervous system [27]. Interactions
among developing tissues can certainly be viewed as a
process of ‘experience and learning’, not less than what
is known for development of behaviour. Not surprisingly,
sensitive periods—phases in development during which a
specific trait of an organism can be permanently altered
by a particular experience or treatment, preceded and fol-
lowed by a period of lower sensitivity to the same
treatment—are readily described in behavioural [28] as
well as morphological development [29].

When stressing the role of the environment in
development and evolution [16], it is important to
realize that the environment internal to a developing
organism plays a role as important as the environ-
ment external to it. But basically, external/internal are
relative concepts. What is external to the cell is internal
to a tissue, which is internal to an organ and the organ-
ism. Even stimuli impinging on an organism may still be
considered internal to a social group, a colony and so
on. The best focus for an integral evo-devo is simply
the whole functional phenotype, which may be defined,
according to one definition, as ‘all traits of an organism
other than its genome’ [5].

(iii) Genes and environment
Morphology and behaviour influence each other’s
development. Development of the withdrawal reflex
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
system in mice, for instance, requires sensory feedback
from muscle contractions to adjust correct synaptic
organization [30]. An extreme example illustrating
this mutual influence is provided by the so-called
two-legged goat and discussed by West-Eberhard [5].
The goat, born without forelegs, adopted a semi-
upright posture and bipedal locomotion from the
time of its birth. This behaviour caused morphological
changes in bones, pelvic skeleton and musculature
and thoracic skeleton not found in normal goats of
the same age. Besides demonstrating the interplay
between morphology and behaviour in development,
this example reveals something else: development is
contingent and accommodating. That is, if there is a
‘developmental programme’, this is highly sensitive
to feedbacks from the environment. If these change,
then developmental events can, to a certain degree,
adapt. Changes in the environment can have a genetic
origin (e.g. altered expression of a transcription factor
during limb development) but also a non-genetic basis
(e.g. paralysis of forelimbs owing, for example, to
polio). It is clear that there was no ‘programme’ telling
a priori that bones and muscles should have developed
in a certain way if some components had changed.
There were no genes telling the limbs to develop
differently or telling the animal to behave differently.
The ability to adapt to changing developmental
conditions—regardless of the cause of variation, whether
genetic or environmental—is known as phenotypic
accommodation [5]. But a changing environment, we
have seen, is a constant of all development, not only
of a pathological state. Indeed, many aspects of pheno-
type development simply emerge from interactions in
time and space of underlying component parts and do
not probably map one-to-one onto a genetic ‘pro-
gramme’. For instance, if shear stress is a key player
for the development of haematopoietic cells, how is
this information encoded in the genome? Is there a
gene or genetic programme ‘dedicated’ to ‘shear
stress’? For this reason, it has been argued that organ-
isms are not reducible to the component parts [31,32]
and several authors [5,33–35] warn against seeing a
strictly defined ‘programme’ in the genome and con-
sidering genes as the sole source of developmental
information.

This realization has been made earlier in behavioural
sciences. Probabilistic epigenesis for instance ‘empha-
sizes the reciprocity of influences within and between
levels of an organism’s developmental manifold’ (like
genetic activity, neural activity as well as influences of
the environment external to the developing organism)
‘and the ubiquity of gene–environment interaction
in the realization of all phenotypes’ [36,37]. Similarly,
in neuroconstructivism, ‘cognitive development is
explained as emerging from the experience-dependent
development of neural structures supporting mental
representations’ [38].

Attempts to include the environment into a theory
of development and evolution are being made in
‘developmental systems theory’ (DST), which—not
surprisingly—is rooted primarily in developmental
and behavioural psychology. For DST ‘developmental
information resides neither in the genes nor in the
environment, but rather emerges from the interactions
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of disparate, dispersed developmental resources’ [39].
While genes play clearly an important role in develop-
ment, they do not seem to be alone. But who plays
which role is still debated [40]. An important question
is thus understanding which the other developmen-
tal resources are, the role they play, and whether
and how they could be integrated into the evo-devo
framework of analysis.
(b) Evolutionary considerations

(i) Reciprocal influences in evolution
Evolutionary studies have preferred to focus either on
morphology or on behaviour. However, if the pheno-
type develops as one entity, reciprocal influences in
evolution are expected, as described in several studies
on adaptive evolution.

McPeek [41] compared Damselfly larvae of species
inhabiting lakes in which predation was exerted by
fishes and of species from fish-less lakes, in which
dragonflies were the main predators. The latter are mor-
phologically very similar to one another and differ greatly
from fish-lake species. They are large and are active
swimmers. All larvae of species from lakes with fishes
move very slowly and infrequently but species are
morphologically very diverse. Since species in fish-less
lakes are more closely related to species in lakes with
fishes, McPeek concluded that, following habitat shifts,
selection pressures exerted by dragonfly predation
apparently favoured swimming as an escape tactic,
which mediated selection pressures onto morphologies
used in swimming to increase swimming performance.
Similar considerations may apply in other cases. Adap-
tive differences in the jaw morphology in cichlid fishes
are related to their feeding habits [42], and the same
seems true for variations in beak morphology in
Darwin finches [43]. In more extreme cases, such as
the evolution of secondary male sexual ornaments,
which in some species are driven by female choice
[44], the function of morphological structures can only
be understood in conjunction with behaviour. These
are just a few examples but the ‘potential complexity of
morphological and behavioural interactions in the evol-
ution of new adaptive types’ could be ‘much greater
than previously considered’ [45].

All elements of the phenotype influence, directly (e.g.
neurons) or indirectly (e.g. muscle size), patterns of
behavioural adaptation. Katz [46] argues that the func-
tional organization of the nervous system constrains
but also promotes the evolvability of behaviour, and
Chiel & Beer [47] remind that ‘adaptive behaviour also
depends on interactions among the nervous system,
body and environment: sensory preprocessing and
motor post-processing filter inputs to and outputs from
the nervous system; coevolution and co-development
of nervous system and periphery create matching and
complementarity between them; body structure creates
constraints and opportunities for neural control; and
continuous feedback between nervous system, body
and environment are essential for normal behaviour’.
(ii) Integration of proximate and ultimate explanations
Purely functional considerations of behaviour seem
sometimes to forget the historical dimension of the
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
phenotype. Behavioural ecology has thrived on verify-
ing theoretical predictions in natural populations [48]:
which is the best behaviour to survive in a particular
ecological context? But where does behavioural diver-
sity in developmental terms come from? ‘How comes
this diversity to be there in evolutionary terms?’ [5].
As exemplified by the two-legged goat, new behaviour
may be the result of phenotypic accommodation or of
ancestral inheritance instead of selective pressure alone
[49,50]. Moreover, the past evolutionary history con-
strains future evolutionary trajectories [51,52]: under
the same selection pressure, different genomes will
respond in different ways, whereas similar traits can be
the result of different developmental paths [53,54].
Thus, functional considerations may be used to predict
successful behavioural strategies such as particular cog-
nitive abilities [55], but probably not to predict their
genetic and developmental basis [56–58]. Behaviour
observed in an animal is the result of the interplay
between genetic and developmental constraints as well
as selection pressures [59].

A topical example to illustrate the above are behav-
ioural syndromes, ‘a suite of correlated behaviours
reflecting between-individual consistency in behaviour
across multiple situations’ [60]. Their existence
appears in conflict with the expectation that organisms
are adapted to every situation in an optimal fashion.
Without knowing the genetic and developmental
basis of behaviour, it is not possible to fully explain
why behavioural syndromes are present in some
species but not in others, or why behavioural syn-
dromes display in some species correlations across
domains (e.g. aggression in feeding as well as mating
domain) whereas in others they show domain-specific
correlations (e.g. in the mating domain, correlation
between aggression towards females and males; no
correlation between aggression in the mating versus
feeding domain) [61].

Another conundrum is explaining the adaptive evol-
ution of similar (or homologous) behaviours in
different taxa (figure 1). Not only are common beha-
viours like aggression, sex, or learning and memory
present across taxa [63], but also more specific ones,
such as tool use [64] or web-spinning [65]. A key devel-
opmental question is: can similar behaviours in different
taxa rest upon completely different neuronal and/or
genetic mechanisms or do similar behaviours (indepen-
dently of the taxon) rely (or even have to rely) on
conserved neuronal and/or genetic mechanisms
(figure 1)? Answering this question correctly also
depends on clarifying what ‘homologous’ traits are.
Homology in biology refers to an historical continuity
of traits. As aptly formulated by Wagner [66], ‘intui-
tively, one would expect that the historical continuity
of morphological characters is underpinned by the con-
tinuity of the genes that govern the development of these
characters. However, things are not that simple: one of
the most important results of the past 15 years of mol-
ecular developmental genetics is the realization that
homologous characters can have different genetic and
developmental bases’ [53,54,67]. These findings have
occasionally caused misunderstandings as to the correct
interpretation of homologous characters [68–70] and
new ways to define them are being continuously
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Figure 1. Evolution of ‘homologous’ behaviours. The evol-

ution of similar behaviours across taxa, such as sex or
aggression, represents a key developmental and evolutionary
phenomenon for understanding genetic and developmental
paths through which specific behaviours can be realized.
Here, the question is whether similar behaviours can have

a different neuronal basis (1), whether particular behaviours
can only rest upon conserved neuronal (2) and genetic
mechanisms (3) or whether—as in the construction of func-
tionally similar morphological structures [62]—similar
behaviours can have the same genetic but different neuronal

(i.e. developmental) basis (4).
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discussed [66,71–73]. The same kind of difficulties are
expected when discussing homology in behavioural
traits and, especially, their underlying genetic and
developmental bases [63].

If the above discussion reminds us of the importance
to correctly [74] integrate proximate and ultimate aspects
for an accurate understanding of behaviour [75], the
latter example raises another, related problem: how are
the levels in the biological hierarchy connected?
3. TOWARDS FORMULATING A FRAMEWORK OF
ANALYSIS ACROSS LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION
(a) Broadening the perspective

Upto here, I have tried to highlight the importance
of keeping an eye on the whole phenotype while
studying individual traits. This helps us to recognize
qualities shared by morphology and behaviour (e.g.
the importance of the environment) and recipro-
cal influences in development and evolution. Here
I change perspective. I use broader definitions of
‘form’ and ‘behaviour’ to develop a possible frame-
work to describe and compare traits at different
levels of the biological hierarchy.

(i) The form of behaviour
One apparent quality of morphology is to have a defined
structure, a form. As can be found in any English diction-
ary, form is defined as ‘the spatial arrangement of
something as distinct from its substance’. In that respect,
also behaviour has, like morphology, a form. Different
from morphology, behaviour may be viewed as a dynamic
(i.e. involving movement) ‘spatial arrangement of’ e.g.
body limbs, but this is nevertheless ‘form’. In this sense
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
and in analogy with a morphological trait, the form of a
particular species-specific behavioural pattern (e.g. the
courtship displays) remains within certain limits (i.e. is
repeatable) and can be recognized as such despite some
intra- and inter-individual variation in members of the
same species. Additionally, this characteristic allows a par-
ticular behaviour to achieve a determined function (i.e.
grooming behaviour, or a communication display). Fre-
quently, a specific motoric pattern with specific parts of
the body produces a reaction but not when the same
motoric pattern is produced with other parts of the
body (if possible at all) or if another motoric pattern is
produced using the same body parts. For instance, a
hand movement in a certain fashion signals ‘hello!’
Another movement with the same hand may signify com-
pletely opposite intentions. This specificity is more
evident in elementary behaviours involving motoric pat-
terns such as feeding, swallowing, excreting (urinating
and defecating), displacing in space (walking, flying),
yawning, vomiting, grooming and so on. But also more
complex behaviours, such as aggression, sex, fear, to
even more elaborate functions commonly defined under
the term ‘cognition’, such as decision making, may still
be characterized by having a determined ‘form’. As
known for morphological traits, motoric patterns in a
species are so constant that they can be used to classify
species and build phylogenies (e.g. [76,77]). The idea of
form in behaviour is not new. Lorenz, for instance,
when referring to ‘Instinkthandlungen’ (instinctive acts),
insisted on viewing and studying species-specific
behaviours as organs [78].
(ii) The behaviour of form and the link to function
Up to here, behaviour has been considered from its etho-
logical perspective (i.e. as ‘the behaviour of an animal’).
But behaviour has, of course, a broader definition, as
found for example in Wikipedia: ‘the actions or reactions
of an object or organism, usually in relation to the
environment’. Behaviour so defined is not restricted to
any specific level of the biological hierarchy. Protozoa,
for instance, display complex actions and reactions,
from escaping from a threat, mating and replicating to
moving towards a food source and feeding [79]. These
movements are not coordinated by a nervous system but
are nevertheless classified as animal ‘behaviour’. Basically,
morphological structures at every level of the hierarchy
are regularly engaged in behaviour: organs, cells and
enzymes ‘act or react’. This ‘acting or reacting’ is strictly
associated with function, meant here as the way in
which a morphological trait operates to achieve function.
The heart behaves in a defined way in order to function as
a pump. Enzymes ‘behave’ (i.e. function) in a very specific
way in order to operate (e.g. catalyze reactions).

A second element in the definition is that behaviour
may or may not involve movement. Even structures
that appear static may owe their form to passive behav-
iour, like for instance the structure of a bone, which is
meant to maximize resilience when involved in a
specific motoric behaviour, or colour patterns on the
exoskeleton of an insect, meant to provoke a specific
behaviour, like sexual attraction in a potential partner
or warning to competitors or other insects, or even to
avoid being seen by predators.
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Generally, morphological structures have a deter-
mined form in view of a specific way of operating.
The way in which they operate, involving or not move-
ment, because it is an ‘action or reaction’, can be
considered ‘behaviour’. Put differently, the mean of
functioning (the behaviour) of a morphological struc-
ture reveals its (form and) function. This is why
behaviour is frequently seen as an integrator of func-
tion [16]. This is not to say that morphology does
not have function on its own, but a more correct
view is that function is achieved through morphology
(i.e. structure) behaving (or used) in a specific way.
1

3

?

2

(a)

Figure 2. Organization of levels in the biological hierarchy.
The organization of elements at each level may be similar
across the biological hierarchy. Because elements or parts

(indicated by the numbers) behave or interact (indicated
by arrows connecting the parts) in a specific way, they
acquire (in the case of dynamic interactions between the
parts) or have (in the case of static interactions) a form
with a defined function. (a) A level may be a protein, com-

posed of amino acids having a specific spatial organization
or, (b) in a behavioural display with an arm, a determined
coordination in time and space of parts of the arm (hand,
forearm). A key question is understanding how the levels
are connected (vertical double arrow with question mark).
(iii) A framework for comparing levels of organization
Considering the similarities between morphology and
behaviour highlighted above and, especially, the form
characterizing morphology as well as behavioural dis-
plays, a unique evo-devo programme may now be
more within reach. A common programme would for
instance try to understand developmental mechanisms
underlying ‘form’ at each level of the biological hierar-
chy and how these levels relate to each other. In order
to integrate proximate and ultimate perspectives, the
‘mechanistic theory’ for evo-devo envisioned by
Laubichler [16] should hence also integrate levels of
biological organization. With respect to ‘mechanistic
explanations’, evo-devo has been mainly considering
gene regulatory networks acting in development and
changing through evolution (e.g. [80]). Yet, we have
seen above that many features of the phenotype have
emergent properties that would not map necessarily
one-to-one with the genotype. To the reductionistic
criticism Hamilton replies ‘by noticing that mechanistic
explanations are reductionistic’—in the sense that a
‘mechanistic explanation works by decomposing systems
(. . .) into their component parts and operations’—‘but
they need not lead to gene-centrism’. In particular,
reductionistic explanations ‘need not lead anyone to
ignore the overall system in favour of the actions of one
“fundamental” part of it [81]. That is, the properties of
a system depend as much on the component parts as
on their organization.

By reuniting the qualities of form and behaviour
outlined above, one may recognize that ‘behaviour’—
in its broader definition—is in fact the way in which
parts composing a specific level of the hierarchy func-
tion, their organization. The parts so organized (i.e.
behaving in a certain way) acquire and have a specific
‘form’ and so a function. This perspective applies to
any level of the biological hierarchy (figure 2). Parts
at the ‘behavioural level’ may be body parts that, orga-
nized (i.e. moving, behaving) in a specific way, achieve
a certain function; parts at a lower level may be amino
acids in a protein that, organized in a determined way
(i.e. having a specific three-dimensional structure)
achieve a specific function.

In this way, some of the difficulties encountered
above, as for example establishing when, during devel-
opment, to consider the beginning of behaviour
development, would disappear. Because biological
systems are inherently functional, they are always com-
posed of behaviour and form at the same time. Form
and behaviour describe together the specific way in
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
which parts at a certain level of the biological hierarchy
are organized and function. As soon as this organiz-
ation changes in time or space, development begins.

A ‘mechanistic theory’ for development and evol-
ution would thus have to understand (i) which are
the parts composing each level in the biological hierar-
chy, (ii) how these parts are organized in order to
produce each level, (iii) how the levels are connected,
and (iv) how the organization in levels evolves and
affects evolutionary trajectories in order to produce
phenotypic diversity.
(b) Evo-devo on behaviour: comparing levels

If developmental mechanisms are similarly organized
through the levels of the biological hierarchy, then con-
served principles may be expected across them. An
approach to understand this is applying the available
evo-devo framework to what we already know about
development and evolution of behaviour (see e.g.
[82]). Here, I briefly illustrate an example of how
this approach could look like and generate new specific
questions that can be experimentally addressed.
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(i) The conservation of developmental elements
across species
An ongoing discovery in evo-devo studies is that many
genes and gene regulatory networks underlying mor-
phology are evolutionarily conserved and inform the
evolutionary process [83]. Some are used for similar
tasks in distant taxa, such as genetic cascades underlying
eye [62] or heart [84] formation, or for the specifica-
tion of proximal–distal limb patterning [85]. Others are
deployed multiple times during development for the
construction of completely different structures [86,87].
Is there conservation in the elements (genes, neurons)
underlying behaviour? Some behaviours, like aggres-
sion [88] or learning [89], seem to rely on molecular
mechanisms that are conserved between vertebrates and
invertebrates [63] (see also [63] for a broader discussion).
This might be explained by the fact that a centralized ner-
vous system was already present in the common ancestor
of bilateria, as supported by genetic and developmental
data [90,91].Thesedata suggest that evenmoremolecular
mechanisms underlying ‘homologous’ behaviours could
be shared by vertebrates and invertebrates. It may hence
not be surprising to find conservation within more related
groups. FoxP2, for instance, even though it is also
expressed in non-vocal learner species, is necessary for
the elaboration of sensory-motor information underlying
vocalization from crocodiles to humans [92,93].

Conservation seems also to be widespread in the
neuronal mechanisms underlying behaviour. Neuronal
structures responsible for acquisition and processing of
odorant and taste information display a striking degree
of similarity between invertebrates and vertebrates
[59,94]. Since specific neuronal circuits can support
different behaviours [95], conservation across taxa
may not be surprising and could also explain the
observation that entire circuits may be retained even
across taxa that display different behaviours [96].

Even if limited, these data suggest that conservation
might not be specific to a level of the biological hierar-
chy (e.g. genes, proteins) but might be common also at
other levels (e.g. neuronal circuits). Still, many ques-
tions remain open. If elements are conserved, how
is context-specificity during development realized?
That is, how are conserved elements used to produce
different developmental outcomes? Do conserved gene
regulatory networks underlie particular behaviours as
they do for particular morphological structures [83]?
If elements (i.e. proteins, neuronal circuits) are
conserved, how is behaviour diversity produced?
(ii) Developmental mechanisms underlying phenotypic
novelty
The fact that many proteins and protein cascades are
conserved across taxa but are deployed for the construc-
tion of different morphologies suggested that their
differential use (rather than their composition) could
lie at the basis of the observed diversity. Since differential
gene use is obtained through changes in regulatory
regions, this came to be considered by some as a major
mechanism behind the evolution of phenotypic novelty
[97,98]. Although still debated [99,100], this conclusion
is supported by studies on the evolution of morphological
and physiological traits [101–104]. Genes contributing
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
to behaviour are probably involved in other, non-
behavioural functions [105]. The genes needed for the
construction of the central nervous system (e.g. Hox,
Otx, Pax, Wnt), for instance, are used for the construc-
tion of other organs as well [106]. This applies also for
many genes (e.g. Pax6) involved in the development of
central pattern generators (CPGs), neuronal circuits
underlying many rhythmic behaviours like breathing
and walking [107]. This could suggest that also diversity
in behaviour may be produced mainly through changes
in the use rather than the coding sequence of genes, a
hypothesis supported already by few data. For example,
an important species-specific difference in affiliative be-
haviour in voles is caused by changes in the regulatory
region of the vasopressin V1a receptor [108]. The fact
that in humans, retained non-coding sequences under-
went accelerated evolution compared with other
primates [109], and genes specifically expressed in the
brain display a lower degree of amino acid divergence
than other genes [110], lent further support for such a
mechanism. Finally, since FoxP2 is expressed in vocal
learner and non-vocal learner species, its involvement
in vocal learning has also been attributed to differences
in expression [92].

With regard to neuronal mechanisms, since homolo-
gous neurons and neuronal circuits can be found in
species that appear and act very differently, it has been
suggested that functional differences could arise by re-
specification of common circuits [19,96]. Different
authors have observed that rather subtle changes in
the nervous system (e.g. change in neuromodulation)
can cause important changes in behaviour [56,96].
For instance, the evolution of language in humans
entailed modifications of pre-existing neuronal cir-
cuits [111] and the switch between aggression and
courtship in Drosophila relies on the neuromodula-
tory action of octopamine on male-specific neuronal
circuits [112].

The first impression when considering these data is
that both at the genetic as well as the neuronal level the
way for producing phenotypic diversity may be similar.
That is, changes in the use (rather than the nature) of
conserved elements at one phenotypic level (genes,
neuronal circuits) seem responsible for changes at
higher levels (morphology, behaviour). The data pre-
sented above are certainly not enough to make a
conclusive assessment, but the idea may still serve as
a working hypothesis. Basic questions related to this
are: How do changes at the higher levels needed for
producing new behaviour correlate with changes at
the genetic level? Is it all about ‘teaching old genes
(or neuronal circuits) new ‘tricks’’—to use an
expression familiar to evo-devo practitioners [113]—
or are other changes (i.e. the coding sequence of
genes) also or even more important for producing
new behaviour? Are the genetic and developmental
changes responsible for behaviour variation within
a species the same as those causing behaviour
differences between species?

These few considerations already raise excitement:
the conservation of principles governing development
and evolution of phenotypes across levels of phenoty-
pic complexity (i.e. morphology, behaviour) could be
more than a hypothesis.
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4. THE SEARCH FOR GENETIC CHANGES
UNDERLYING BEHAVIOURAL DIVERSITY:
SOME CONSIDERATIONS
(a) The limits of comparative genomics

How to find changes in the genome that are relevant
for behavioural diversity? Comparisons between the
genomes of distinct species may reveal associations
between new genes and novel phenotypes [114]. In gen-
eral, however, as already known for new morphological
structures, new behaviours are probably the product of
conserved genes rather than new, species-specific ones.
For instance, the development of CPGs relies on genes
involved in the development of many other structures
[107]. For the same reason, it will be difficult to infer
function from the evolutionary conservation of the
DNA sequence [115], both regulatory and coding,
unless the compared species are closely related and
the involvement of some genes in behaviour is known
at least in one species. In the case of new morphology,
relevant genes can be inferred from their expression in
the new structure they build (e.g. [43]). As to behaviour,
it will be difficult to associate genes with a particular be-
haviour without knowing which specific neuronal
elements the behaviour needs, which is rarely the case.
Additionally, the fact that the same neuronal structures
can support many behaviours [95] renders the analysis
even more daunting.

If new behaviour is the result of small changes in
regulatory regions of conserved genes, it will be diffi-
cult to spot the relevant ones: small changes in the
genome are frequently the product of drift and non-
selective mutations. Between humans and mice, for
instance, many regulatory elements are not conserved,
and many conserved elements in regulatory regions
appear not to have a regulatory function [116]. Ideally,
changes in behaviour should be unambiguously associ-
ated with changes at the genetic level. This is only
possible for experiments carried out in the same gen-
etic background, as in mutagenesis screens and
selection experiments.
(b) Mutagenesis screens and selection

experiments

If diversity in behaviour would be caused by a change
in the regulatory region of a gene, a small but relevant
mutation in a regulatory element should affect only
one or few functions (e.g. in behaviour) of that gene.
Mutagenesis screens for behaviour have been crucial
to identify genes underlying important behaviours in
Drosophila [117], but this method seems nowadays
not very popular. This may be partly due to the
belief that behaviour is genetically more complex
than morphology, because of, for example, more wide-
spread pleiotropy. However, there are no reasons for
assuming that genes affecting behaviour would display
more pleiotropy than genes underlying complex mor-
phology (compare for instance [118,119]). Another
reason could be that we are possibly not used to reducing
complex behaviours into defined and quantifiable be-
havioural patterns as we easily do with complex
morphology. New technologies can be combined with
mutagenesis screens to overcome these problems, as
for instance the use of software for screening
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
behavioural mutants in high-throughput format
[120,121], or microarrays and next-generation sequen-
cing methods to spot changes in gene expression as a
consequence of the induced mutation (see below).

However, understanding the primary function of a
wild-type allele by looking at the effects of its mutated
version could be misleading. In fact, if phenotypic
accommodation is extensive, the mutant phenotype
we observe would be caused primarily by the reaction
of the developing system to the mutation, which has
less to do with the primary function of the gene. For
instance, if the two-legged goat phenotype was
caused by a mutation, what is the primary function
of the mutated gene? Causing the goat to walk nor-
mally? Or should we not better say that we have
discovered the gene (i.e. the mutant allele) responsible
for bipedal posture?

Heritable behavioural variation in a population can be
screened directlyor used to select lines that behave differ-
ently. Differences in behaviour can then be correlated
with genetic changes through microarrays [118], QTL
analyses [122] or, nowadays, next-generation sequencing
methods [123]. Although selection is applied on behav-
ioural differences observed within and not between
species, selection experiments can identify genes associ-
ated with a particular behaviour [118] and reveal genetic
correlations underlying a particular behaviour, but
also—since development and evolution of behaviour
and morphology influence each other—underlying par-
ticular associations between behaviour and morphology
in adaptive evolution.
5. CONCLUSIONS
I have argued for the importance of keeping an eye on the
whole phenotype while analysing individual traits. This
helps for instance to recognize that key developmental
elements are shared by morphology and behaviour. Be-
haviour is not more plastic than morphology. It is only
dynamic and can be repeatedly used. Environment is a
key element of development of both traits and should
find a place in the framework of analysis of evo-devo.
The tight entanglement of morphology and behaviour
in development and evolution suggests that an inte-
gration of proximate and ultimate perspectives could
offer a better understanding of present phenotypes.
The functional phenotype, made of morphology and
behaviour alike, develops and evolves as one entity.
Therefore, there is only one evo-devo that includes the
whole functional phenotype [10].

Since behaviour can describe ‘the way of interact-
ing’ of elements at any level of the biological
hierarchy and form is the specific way—dynamic or
static—in which these elements are organized, mor-
phology and animal behaviour could be reunited
within the same framework of analysis. This frame-
work may be applied beyond the organism level,
such as to social groups, to understand whether prin-
ciples valid within organisms can be used to describe
development and evolution beyond the organism
level [81,124]. Behaviour hence is truly the missing
partner: not only animal behaviour at the organism
level, needed for a better interpretation of adaptive
evolution but, more generally, behaviour as the way in
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which elements at any level of the hierarchy need to be
organized in order to obtain a specific functional form.
The question now is understanding which are the key
players at every level, how they interact and how levels
are connected. Perhaps, once having clarified this,
understanding the role of genes—i.e. whether they are
the major players in development and evolution—will
emerge as a natural consequence.
6. WHAT THE ARTICLES SAY
While studies on behaviour development and evol-
ution have been carried out for many years, the
treatment of behaviour within an evo-devo paradigm
is only beginning, as reflected by the contributions
presented in the present issue. The first articles
[10,46,63,74] set in motion (or refresh) important dis-
cussions on general aspects of development and
evolution pertaining to behaviour. These are then
more specifically addressed in the studies discussed
in the second series of articles [58,93,94,124,125].

For all those not familiar with evo-devo, the article
by Paul Brakefield [10] is a very useful introduction.
He reviews some major themes and achievements of
evo-devo, illustrating the scope of the field to reveal
‘how the processes of development can contribute to
explaining patterns of evolutionary diversification in
animal form’. In addition to stressing the exciting
potential of extending the approach of evo-devo to pat-
terns of behavioural diversification, Brakefield [10]
reasons that ‘to consider the evolution of form without
taking into account its interactions with behaviour’
(. . .) ‘is simplistic and potentially misleading’. The
author concludes by agreeing with some other workers
in the field that understanding more about evolv-
ability—‘the capacity of a developmental system to
evolve’—should be a key step towards answering
many of the open questions in evo-devo.

Studies of the evolution and the development of
behaviour take place at the ultimate and proximate
levels of analyses, respectively. There has been much
debate in past decades about how to (or how not to)
integrate studies across these levels. Scott MacDougall-
Shackleton [74] reviews different uses of the term ‘levels
of analysis’ and highlights how studies of function and
mechanism can be integrated, an approach epitomized
by evolutionary developmental biology.

Although genetic differences can affect behaviour,
genes ultimately act through the nervous system. Paul
Katz [46] maintains that the functional organization of
the nervous system constrains but also promotes the
evolvability of behaviour. He reviews evidence showing
how neural mechanisms such as activity-dependent
plasticity and neuromodulation allow basal neural cir-
cuits to be employed for different behaviours, as
observed in sensory processing, motor output and
even in complex social behaviour. Katz concludes that
the qualities of the nervous system that enable it to pro-
duce complex behaviour may also play a role in the
evolvability of species-typical behaviour.

Christopher Reaume and Marla Sokolowski [63]
discuss how gene function, as a hierarchical biological
phenomenon, relates to behavioural homology across
species. They suggest that gene function homology in
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
behaviour can be addressed independently using
different levels of investigation, including the DNA
sequence, the gene’s position in a genetic pathway,
spatial–temporal tissue expression and neuronal cir-
cuit. Several examples are used to illustrate these
points, including circadian rhythms, learning and
memory, food-related behaviours and sleep. They
also discuss how qualitative and quantitative compari-
sons of the behavioural phenotype, its function and the
importance of the environmental and social context
should be used in cross-species comparisons.

In mammals, the statistics of allometric variation in
brains within species (swine, mink, and multiple strains
of laboratory mice) closely resemble phylogenetic brain
variation over all mammals. Barbara Finlay, Flora
Hinz and Richard Darlington [58] argue that, first, this
pattern reveals the selection of developmental parameters
for brain organization robust to environmental and
niche variation at the individual level, and, second, that
only a restricted set of computational models of the
brain can be consistent with an adaptive function for
conserved patterns of variation at within- and between-
species scales.

Language in animals evolved via modifications of
existing molecular and morphological hardware. Conn-
stance Scharff & Jana Petri [93] focus on one protein,
FoxP2, which is required for language in humans, for
song learning in birds, and for motor skill learning in
mice. They argue that it is a good candidate to study
deep homologies of molecular toolkits and neural cir-
cuits relevant for the emergence of language. They also
critically examine the (lack of) evidence for some of the
claims about the uniqueness of human language.

Circadian systems are ubiquitous, implying an essential
role for daily timing in evolution. Roleof Hut & Domien
Beersma [125] suggest that energy storage was crucial
for the earliest evolution of circadian clock systems in
primitive photosynthesizing life forms. The modification
of ATP storage/release capacity of KaiC proteins through
KaiA suggests a daylength adaptation mechanism that
may explain the global expansion of cyanobacteria. In
general, different models for photoperiodic adaptation
predict different selection pressures on the circadian
period. Hut & Beersma [125] therefore conclude that
establishing latitudinal clines in circadian tau for various
species is crucial to reveal circadian photoperiod
adaptation mechanisms and how these may constrain
responses to latitudinal expansion and global warming.

Bee societies have fascinated humans for centuries
because of their complexity, and led to many theories
about the evolution of cooperative and altruistic beha-
viours. Guy Bloch & Christina Grozinger [124] review
recent genomic studies on the development and evolution
of social behaviour in bees and propose a model of ‘social
pathways’, modules consisting in the detection, elabor-
ation and output of signals involved in social behaviour.
The authors then use the model to illustrate how the
hormonal system and plasticity in the circadian clockwork
have been modified during and contributed to the
evolution of bee societies.

Taste, the sense that distinguishes between chemical
compounds and the sensations they produce based on
contact with chemoreceptors, allows discriminating
edible from non-edible items and is, therefore, crucial
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for survival. Gabriela De Brito Sanchez & Martin
Giurfa [94] discuss the principles of taste coding in the
animal brain, from insects to mammals. They argue that
an essential task for a neuroscience of taste is to
determine the connectivity of taste-processing circuits in
the central nervous system, and suggest that, beyond
labelled-line or across-fibre pattern coding, taste rep-
resentations are conserved across species and seem to
relate to the hedonic value of the tastant (e.g. palatable
versus non-palatable).
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